Our new sletter has been pulled to the beginning of the w eek, do you
like it? Main story this time is the result of our European Election survey
but w e also have teasing glimpse from Velo-city, w rap up from our
Dublin AGM, offical launch of the World Cycling Alliance and more.You
are receiving this new sletter because you are on our new sletter list. To
make changes to this click on the link at the bottom of the email.
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Upcoming Events
7/05 - 9/05
ECOMM 2014 (Florence,
Italy)
9/05 - 11/05
European Youth Event 2014
(Strasbourg, France)
23/05 - 25/05
Ljubljana Bike Festival
(Ljubljana, Slovenia)
27/05 - 30/05
Velo-city Global Adelaide
(Adelaide, Australia)

In the run-up to the next European Parliament elections
on May 22-25, ECF and its members invited candidates
to reply to a survey on European cycling policy. 364
Member of European Parliament (MEP) candidates
filled in the survey – and demonstrated overwhelming
support for ECF demands with an average acceptance
rate of 90 %.
Read more
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Fresh stories every day at
facebook.com/eucyclistsfed

Velo-city Global 2014 is just around the corner! Here at
ECF we are getting more and more excited about all
the fun, interesting, and enlightening events offered at
this year’s conference in Adelaide. We’ve spoken with
three participants to ask them which sessions they’re
looking forward to attend.
Read more

In the News
Road.cc: European Cyclists’
Federation announces
creation of World Cycling
Alliance
The Guardian: Motorists

A brilliant -and not so wetAGM in Dublin

may face penalty for
overtaking cyclists on some
city roads
Adelaide review: Cycling for
Space

There are 14 days left until
the next Velo-city Global in
Adelaide!

ECF Annual General Meeting (AGM) took place last
week in Dublin. A big thanks to Cyclists.ie for the great
organisation. They even managed to get a minister to
sign our Manifesto for the European Elections (story
here). All what happened there, presentations and more
has been summed up on this page.

First ever World Cycling
Alliance will be launched at
Velo-city Global Adelaide

Start receiving news from the
next Velo-city now!

Velo-city on Twitter
Start following Velo-city
Global Adelaide 2014 now :
@VeloCityAdel #VCG14

ECF puts cycling into the international arena with the
announcement of World Cycling Alliance (WCA), a

worldwide network of non-governmental organisations
which aims to advocate cycling to international
institutions. WCA will promote and support the
worldwide exchange of knowledge, expertise and cooperation of cycling associations and organizations.
Read our press release

EU powers the cargo bike
revolution

After OECD & World Bank, Cargo Bikes make a
presence at TRA, the European conference on
transportation policies and solutions. New EU financed
projects continue to power the business potential of
cycle logistics.
Read more

The 4 billion Euros German
bike market

Numbers presented recently by German two-wheeler
industry association ZIV suggest that in 2013 the value
of sales on the bike market remained largely stable at
more than € 4 billion, even though the number of
bicycles sold decreased slightly. A higher average
value per bike sold almost neutralised the negative
effects of adverse conditions like a long winter
combined with a rainy summer.
Read more

Belgium’s Blue-Bike:
Encouraging seamless
journeys by bike and train

One of Belgium’s most famous exports is the family of
blue cartoon characters known as the ‘Smurfs’. They
may soon be joined by something else that shares the
same colour: the national bicycle sharing scheme –

Blue-bike – thanks to a new European Project aimed at
spreading best practice amongst rail operators.
Read more

Campaign launch in
Ljubljana: You can go far by
bicycle!

The B-track-B campaign “One can get far on
bicycle!” started on Earth Day in Slovenia’s capital with
a bike ride from the Office of the President of the
Republic of Slovenia to the city zoo.
Is your city/school/local club also interested to join BTrack-B? Send an e-mail to h.hendriks@ecf.com
Read more
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